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Details of Visit:

Author: christian_milf
Location 2: Rochdale
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 6.2.06 3pm
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 95
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Baileys
Website: http://www.baileys-rochdale.co.uk
Phone: 01706711100
Notes: Formerly known as AJs

The Premises:

AJ's is above a cab firm and kebab shop - front entrance exposed but you only ever need to use it
once as the team will show you the back door which is very discreet. Inside, the flat is very modern,
clean with reception area and the bedroom was immaculate with clean towels, shower, nice mood
lighting, TV and video - very warm and welcoming. London parlours could learn a lot from AJ's.

The Lady:

Stunning 30 something pocket rocket! Rochelle is South African and has the most sexy accent with
a hint of raunch in her voice. About 5ft 3, lovely size 3 pettite feet, 34c slightly enhanced but very
natural looking bust, the most delightful tooshie and a sweet, neatly trimmed pussy with just the
right amount of natural fur! Can clearly adapt to mistress or GFE roles.

The Story:

Excellent! Found myself up north for a few days, did a search on PNet and decided to give AJ's a
visit. Easy to find. Once in the flat, the receptionist and ladies seemed to be very happy and I had a
feeling this would be good.

Initially went for the ???45 half hour service, but 'upgraded' to the full hour when I saw how fantastic
Rochelle was and that Watersports were on offer for a modest extra ???10. So, with Rochelle
drinking water by the pint whilst administering one of the most sensual body to body massages I
have had the pleasure of receiving, we chatted and she indulged my pantyhose fantasy.

This was one of the very best punts I have had in 5 years with a truly genuine lady who will pleasure
you if you treat her with respect and courtesy. We enjoyed reverse O which Rochelle responded to
with a mass quiver and an off the hygrometer scale wetness, and concluded with her fulfilling a long
held fantasy of mine as I lay on the floor whilst she delivered her 'lady water' on my face with the
most fantastic control. Truly amazing experience.

This girl is so good I thought twice before submitting this FR as I would love to covet her charms for
myself, but as she is over 200 miles away from my home, the very least I can do is highly
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recommend her. Rochelle also works at Buntys in Prestwich (couldn't persuade her to relocate to
London)! The website pics on AJ's only give a hint of her majesty!! Truly a first class lady, please
treat her with reverence.
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